**success** /ˈsʌks/ noun ★★★

blogosphere /noun a collective term encompassing all blogs and their interconnections. It is the perception that blogs exist together as a connected community (or as a collection of connected communities) or as a social network.

Taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blogosphere (Macmillan English Dictionaries are not responsible for the content of external websites).

disseminate /verb [transitive] FORMAL to make something such as information or knowledge available to a lot of people: SPREAD
  – dissemination /noun [uncount]

Nobel Prize /noun [count] an international prize given each year for chemistry, physics, medicine, literature, economics, and for work towards world peace

playwright /noun [count] someone who writes plays, especially as their job

plight * /noun [count] a sad, serious, or difficult situation

policy *** /noun [count or uncount] a set of plans or actions agreed on by a government, political party, business, or other group

prolific /adjective
  1 a prolific writer, band etc produces a lot of books, CDs etc:
  1a. producing a lot of ideas, instances of something etc.
  2 LITERARY existing in large numbers
     – prolifically /adverb

retire ** /verb
  1 [intransitive] to stop working, especially when you reach the age when you are officially too old to work:
  2 [intransitive] FORMAL to leave a place, position, or way of life in order to go somewhere quieter or live a less active life

screenplay /noun [count] a story someone writes for a film

vanguard /noun [singular]
  1 the people who introduce and develop new ways of thinking, new technologies etc:
     1a. in the vanguard in a leading position
  2 the part of an army or navy that leads a battle